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Materials:
• 11° Round Seed Beads, Matte Metallic Dark Olive #11-92015-TB

• Superduo Beads, Bright Green, Item #DU0553410-TB
• Gemstone, Lampwork, or other large round bead (for clasp)
• Beading thread, 6lb test Fireline
• Size 12 or 13 Beading needles

Step 1:
On a comfortable length of thread, add a stop bead, leaving a 12-15” tail.

Pick up (4) Superduo beads.

Ready to party? Peyote stitch is easy with 
Superduos; you’ll make this fun bracelet 
with cute seed bead scallops in no time at 
all. Use a favorite bead for a closure and 
dance the night away! 

This pattern can be made by intermediate 
beaders or determined beginners; if you’re 
just starting out, you’ll probably want some 
help. If you’ve already worked with seed 
beads, and are comfortable following di-
rections and diagrams, then this pattern is 
for you!
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Tutorials by

JewelryTales.com
Presents:



Step 2:
Pick up (1) 11° and (1) Superduo. Go down through the second hole 
in the next Superduo in the column.

Pick up (1) Superduo and go through the second hole in the next 
Superduo in the column.

Step 3:
Pick up (1) 11° and (1) Superduo. Go up through the second 
hole in the next Superduo in the column.

Pick up (1) Superduo and go through the second hole in the 
next Superduo in the column.

Step 4:
Repeat Steps 2-3 until the bracelet is just long enough to go around your 
wrist. The closure will add extra length, so don’t make it too long!
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Step 6:
Pick up (1) 11° and go through the last 11° you added in the previous step.

Pick up (1) 11° and go through the first 11° you added in the previous step.

Step 5:
Pick up (1) 11° and go down 
through the second hole in the 
next Superduo.

Pick up (1) 11° and go down 
through the second hole in the 
next Superduo.

Step 7:
Pick up (5) 11°, (1) Superduo, Clasp bead, (1) Super-
duo, and (3) 11°. 

Go though the second hole in the last Superduo, the 
clasp bead, and the second hole in the first Super-
duo. 

Tip:
Finish off and add thread by going 
through the beadwork without tying 
knots. Fireline can cut threads if 
you tie half-hitch knots around it.

Pick up (5) 11° and go through the four 11° beads added in steps 5-6. Repeat the thread path 1-2 times  to make it se-
cure. Finish off the thread.
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Step 8:
Remove the stop bead and use the tail to make the 
second half of the clasp. 

Repeat Steps 5-6.

Step 9:
Start a new thread, coming out of the second hole in the top 
Superduo next to the loop end of the clasp.

Pick up (5) 11° beads and go down through the first hole of 
the next Superduo.

Go down through the rest of the Superduos in the column, as 
shown in the diagram.

To fasten your bracelet, put the large bead through the loop.

Pick up (3) 11°, (1) Superduo, and enough 11° beads to go around the clasp bead. You want it to fit snugly, but not so tight 
that you risk breaking the loop when fastening your bracelet.

Go through the second hole in the Superduo, and pick up (3) 11° beads. Go back though the four 11° beads. Repeat the 
thread path 1-2 more times to strengthen the loop. Fasten off the thread.

Step 10:
Pick up (5) 11° beads and go up through the first hole of the next Superduo.

Go up through the rest of the Superduos in the column, as shown in the dia-
gram.

Repeat Steps 9-10 to the end of the bracelet, and finish off your thread.

For additional jewelry patterns, please visit JewelryTales.com


